Characterizing the Molecular Mechanisms for Flipping Charged Peptide Flanking Loops across a Lipid Bilayer.
The cell membrane largely prevents the passive diffusion of charged molecules due to the large free energy barrier associated with translocating charged groups across the hydrophobic lipid bilayer core. Despite this barrier, some peptides can interconvert between transmembrane and surface-adsorbed states by "flipping" charged flanking loops across the bilayer on a surprisingly rapid second-minute time scale. The transmembrane helices of some multispanning membrane proteins undergo similar reorientation processes, suggesting that loop-flipping may be a mechanism for regulating membrane protein topology; however, the molecular mechanisms underlying this behavior remain unknown. In this work, we study the loop-flipping behavior exhibited by a peptide with a hydrophobic transmembrane helix, charged flanking loops, and a central, membrane-exposed aspartate residue of varying protonation state. We utilize all-atom temperature accelerated molecular dynamics simulations to predict the likelihood of loop-flipping without predefining specific loop-flipping pathways. We demonstrate that this approach can identify multiple possible flipping pathways, with the prevalence of each pathway depending on the protonation state of the central residue. In particular, we find that a charged central residue facilitates loop-flipping by stabilizing membrane water defects, enabling the "self-catalysis" of charge translocation. These findings provide detailed molecular-level insights into charged loop-flipping pathways that may generalize to other charge translocation processes, such as lipid flip-flop or the large-scale conformational rearrangements of multispanning membrane proteins.